
Parent Volunteer Job Descriptions 

Timer –Typical work assignment is for half a meet at 4- 5 meets. Requires good concentration and operation of a 

stopwatch and recording of the swimmers times. You  will be trained by our head timer. This also is one of the best 

vantage points to watch a swim meet. Job is both at home and away meets. No  cell phone use allowed while timing. 

Deck Official –Typical work assignment is for half a meet at 4-5 meets. Requires training that will be at a league 

designated location. The average official is referred to as a Stroke and Turn Judge, but the category also includes the 

Starter. This official receives additional training but is also a qualified Stroke and Turn Judge. Starters are selected from 

experienced Stroke and Turn Judges. Job is at both home and away meets. 

Bullpen – Typical work assignment is for half a meet at 4-5 meets.  Job consists primarily of corralling the swimmers and 

insuring that they move promptly to the staging area when their event is coming up. Staging area personnel is selected 

from among bullpen workers. First half workers are responsible for arranging the bullpen before the meet  and checking in 

swimmers. Second half workers are responsible for restoration of the deck to its normal appearance including trash 

pickup. Job is at both home and away meets. 

Concession – Typical work assignment is for half a meet at home meets only (4 meets including the practice meet). Job 

involves selling drinks, food, candy etc. to customers. First half workers are responsible for helping setup the concession 

area beginning at 4:30 and second half workers are responsible for cleaning up the concession equipment at the end of 

the meet. Job is only at home meets. You will be trained by our concession manager. 

Scoring – Typical work assignment is for half a meet at 4-5 meets. Job involves computer data entry, manual verification 

of scores and times as well as ribbons. You will be trained by our head computer person. Job is at both home and away 

meets but the work involved differs. You get a “bird’s eye view” of the swimmers at home meets. 

Runner - Typical work assignment is for half a meet at home meets only (4 meets including the practice meet). Job 

involves taking time cards from timers to the scoring table and posting results of events as soon as they are available. 

Training will be provided. Job is only at home meets. 

Deck Setup – Job starts at 4:30 pm and runs until 6:30 pm and is at home meets only including the practice meet. Job 

involves placing starting blocks and securing them to the deck, placing backstroke stanchions, lane lines and other deck 

equipment like starter equipment and moving chairs and lifeguard stands.  As well as helping set up concessions if 

needed.  This job requires some physical strength and you must be able to work all 3 home meets and the practice meet. 

Parking – This job is for home meets only. Job requires putting out no parking signs on neighboring streets by 4:00 pm.  

Also, involves coordinating with tennis teams if they have a tennis match at Richland on the same night as the meet. Job 

involves monitoring the parking lots and directing people to available parking  until 6:30 pm. As well as collecting no 

parking signs at the half way point of the meet. 

Important Information 

When you are not involved in a work assignment you need to remain in those areas that are normal spectator areas. That 

means that you are not in the bullpen unless you are working there and not in the staging area unless you are working 

there etc. The area around the timers is especially crowded and extra people cannot fit in these areas. This is true both at 

home and away meets, but is especially true at away meets. 

We are making an extra push to disallow access to the bullpen areas to non-swimmers. Encourage your swimmer’s 

friends to come to watch, but they need to watch from the spectator areas. 

And finally, in order to run a successful swim meet, we need a lot of volunteers (about 65 for a home meet and about 45 

for away meets). So it is imperative that at least one parent from each swimmer’s family perform their assigned job or find 

a replacement. If you fail to find a replacement, your child/children will not be allowed to participate in the next scheduled 

swim meet. 

 



 


